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 Update on Wilshire Blvd. closure for Purple Line Section 2 construction

 Metro invites Los Angeles County residents to participate in the art and naming contest for the
Section 3 Tunnel Boring Machines (TBMs)

The Purple Line Extension Transit Project is welcoming the last two tunnel boring machines (TBMs)
to work on Section 3. These TBMs will dig tunnels from the VA Hospital Campus in West LA to
Westwood/UCLA.

The naming contest will be open to U.S. Veterans and UCLA affiliates, each affiliation will name 1 of
2 TBMs.

Art contest is be open to all Los Angeles County residents who will compete to illustrate their ideal
community with the Purple Line Extension.

Entries due by July 30, 2020. Contest details: metro.net/projects/purple-line-extension-tbm/ .
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https://www.metro.net/projects/purple-line-extension-tbm/


Metro partners with Transit app to making riding
and trip planning easier and more accurate

Transit offers:

• More accurate real-time bus and train arrival information

• Step-by-step navigation with the app’s GO feature.

• Comprehensive trip planning, including trips with

transfers to Metro and other agencies, and info for

Metro Bike and private ride share services.

• Personalized service alerts to easily find the info you

need without having to wade through a sea of alerts.

• Offline functionality including trip planning, route maps

and schedules.

• Tools to help visually impaired riders navigate the system

and a commitment to accessibility.

• Improved reliability that will provide more consistent

information across the Transit app, Metro.net and digital

signage at stops and stations.
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West Hollywood Celebration of
Transit Workers Appreciation Week

During the week of May 25, the WeHo lanterns hanging above Santa Monica Boulevard between N.
Robertson Bl and Hancock Av were lit orange in recognition of Transit Workers Appreciation Week.
 The City provided Certificates of Recognition to Metro’s workers at Division 7, located on Santa Monica Boulevard

in WeHo.
 The city also encouraged sharing of their social media posts (@wehocity), making yard or window signs and

banners, and thanking essential transit workers when using buses for essential travel.
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